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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract
This thesis looks at sectarianism, which is found in central Scotland. I analyse the relationship between Scotland’s two largest ethnic groups,
Protestant Lowland Scots and Irish Catholics on both a historical and contemporary period. By looking at what l see as the key points of conflict
between the communities, I attempt to explain why sectarianism persists within central Scotland. By looking at the historical, political and
sporting aspects of central Scottish society hopefully we can begin to understand the forces which drive sectarianism in this area I put forward
the idea that sectarianism in central Scotland has affected the chances for a nationalist political breakthrough in Scotland. As a political decision,
I analyse the segregated education issue, which I claim is a major component in the sectarian debate.
By looking at the communities involved, I show how the historical past has become a major source for the continuing conflict. I show how
religious and national identity has become associated with football to such an extent that ones religious identity is based on which football club
one supports. By using the concept of “Telling”, I show how both communities negotiate around the religious issue with the minimum of fuss in
order to avoid conflict.
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